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02|Opening Mass

Dreadful weather

Amazing Start

The skies were a threatening grey as we made our way towards the
disco tent for the all-important opening mass and ceremony.
In a green and gorgeous corner of the Netherlands we had gathered, waiting for it to be official and then it was - the 31st International Holiday Camp of the Order of Malta was under way.
Mass was beautifully assisted by the haunting melodies of the Lebanese team. What a powerful
reminder of how far the reach of the Order stretches and the importance of friendships that span
the globe. Let us remember those suffering in the Middle East as we enjoy this memorable week.
With flags flying, whooping applause and national fervour rife, our 22 favourite nations paraded
towards the red button that launched our camp. It was full of colour and hearty singing - a sure
sign that this week will be.

#maltacamp2014

03|integration games

maltagossip2014@gmail.com

04|TEAM LEBANON

#maltacamp2014

Photo by Sandra Fayad of Team Lebanon
Tomorrow’s photo competition
‘Amazing Amsterdam’

Photos to: maltagossip2014@gmail.com

06|1st International Borrel

Stuff Dutch people like:
borrelen
So what exactly is a borrel?
According to our good friend Wikipedia, a borrel is:
1. an informal designation for a small glass of spirits
2. an informal social gathering of a select (invited)
group, often with a theme
But in reality there is no accurate English translation
for one of the favorite words of the Dutch. Borrels are
quintessentially associated with gezelligheid. What?
Yes, it is another of those Dutch words that cannot be
translated into English, but if we must, it would mean
everything from cozy to friendly, from comfortable to
relaxing, and from enjoyable to gregarious.

#maltacamp2014

07|Meet the teams

WE hope you visited the Borrel stand of Belgium!
Belgium’s popular Herve cheese was served with pear syrup from Liège. Despite the cheese “smelling like feet”, it
had a strong and rather spicy taste to it. Team Belgium wanted their famous waffles to be super fresh so the special
dough was delivered to the camp this morning. Other yummy borrel-snacks included Lotus speculaas cookies,
Gaumais saucisson and Napoleon and Côte d’Or’s chokotoff sweets.

WE hope you visited the Borrel stand of great britain!
The Brits, dressed in their, now traditional ‘Team GB PJs’, served stocks of Pimm’s at high speed to everyone on the
camp. The drink, considered a liqueur, is generally mixed with lots of fresh fruit and lemonade. They made their usual mistake of running out of lemonade, to the horror of the expectant crowds. Melton Mowbray pork pies
(the champagne of pies), were served, with marmite on the side.

WE hope you visited the Borrel stand of Austria!
The Austrians were serving their famous Sachertorte topped with fresh cream. It’s a chocolate cake said to be invented in Austria. The Hugo cocktail, Austria’s own version of the mojito, was there to wash the cake down, it’s a mix
of wine, water, elderflower, mint and lime.

maltagossip2014@gmail.com

08|NEW FRIENDS
GUILLERMO MATA MARTINEZ GUEST, SPAIN
‘I really enjoyed the flag procession. It looked
great and I liked being all together as Friends
in Freedom’

COLINE SCHOONBEEK helper, The Netherlands
During the flag procession, it was great
hearing all the anthems. Now, I have learnt
which anthem belongs to which country. Of
course my favourite one is the Dutch anthem.

IVAN CARRUBBA guest, Italy
‘I love meeting so many people and singing
along with the camp song ‘Happy’.

DIANE DE CUVERVILLE, guest, France
‘The workshop where we made bracelets I
liked the most. Why? Well, because I’m a girl
of course!’

TOMAS LYROT guest, Sweden
‘Painting the wooden shoes is what I have
enjoyed the most. I helps me to grieve. One of
my friends passed away a week ago, and this
is a good way to forget that. It helps me relax.’

Elisabeth gruchmann-bernau helper, Austria
‘I really like the mass, because every country
has got their own part in it. The Lebanese
music was nice also. Plus, the flag parade was
a good way to get to know all the countries’

KRISZTINA Szabó guest, Hungary
‘I like to paint, so painting the shoes was fun to
do. I think that the mass was beautiful. Especially the music that was being played during
the mass’

DIANE DE CUVERVILLE, guest, France
‘Everything is fun. This is really my kind of
camp, and I’ve been to a few already. I really
like socializing a lot, but I only speak Romanian. I understand what people say to me, but
I can’t answer in English. With the help of my
helper though, I’m able to get over the language barrier’

#maltacamp2014

